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Under the dictatorship of the late Zia ul Haq, the state legalised and actively used torture as a form of punish 
ment in Pakistan. Invoking Islam and its so-called laws, 'the medieval practices of flogging, amputation; stoning 
andso on were put to widespread use. Although the government has changed, these laws have not been repealed; 
nor have those who practised them, including the medical profession who colluded In these acts been punished. 
This paper was circulated at the at the Al's conference on 'Medicine at Risk; 
TORTURE has never been taken seriously in the officiar (5) If the court orders amputation of a hand or a foot, 
medical circles of Pakistan. The teaching of health pro- as punishment then according to the law it will be c~ 
fessionals· in various institutions of Pakistan does not ried out-onty by an authorised medical officer personaliy, :;;, 
bring into consideration the question of torture and how (6) [ have interviewed men and women who were tor 
health professionals should react to. it. The code of tured in different torture chambers and prisons of 
medical ethics ofthe Pakistan Medical and DentalConn- Pakistan. These victims have given evidences about the 
cildoes not mention anything about torture. Doctors who participationof doctors in the process of torture. One of 
take part in torture do not face any disciplinary action ,the victims.interviewed is a doctors and he faced~vn 
by the Pakistan Medical and Dental Cou~cil. In Pakistan class fellow-doctor in H1.e torture chamber. : -~, 
the participation of doctors in the process of torture is Usa!Iy the doctors: 
usually legal and has been made part of the duties of the (a} Advice the tortures about the actual condition of 
doctors. the victim's health. 

(b} Revive the victims sufficienely to undergo furtliler · · The following types of the medical participation in the 
process of torture is seen in Pakistan. 

(1) Under the execution of the punishment of the whip 
ping ordinance of 1979-:__,_before the execution of the 
punishment commences, the convict shall be medically 
examined by theauthorised medical' officer so as to en 
sure that the execution of punishment will not cause the 
death of the convict. If the convict is il'l the execution of 
the punishment shall be postponed until the convict is cer 
tified by the authorised medical officer to be physically 
fit to undergo the punishment. The punishment shall: be 
executed in the presence of the authorised medical officer 
at such public places as the Provincial Government may 
appoint for the purpose. If after the punishment has com- 

. m.enced the authorised medical officer is of the opinion 
that there is apprehension of the death Oif the convict, the 
execution of the punishment shall be postponed u:ntil the 
authorised medical officer certifies him physically fit to 
undergo the remainder of the punishment. 
(2) fa many interrogation centres, ,the person to be in 

terrogated is examined by the doctor and declared fit for 
interrogation. 

(3) The conduct of the prison medical officer in most 
of the cases is very unethical and falls very short of the 
United Nation's declarations and codes of conduct. In 
stead of providing the standard and best available treat 
meat to the prisoners, the prison medical officers usual 
ly behave as part of the priser» administration and take 
part iii torture. 

(4) Cover-up activities by some doctors such as pro 
viding false death certificates or false clinical records of 
the victims of torture is very common. 

torture. 
For the first time in the history of Pakistan, we in the 

Voice Against 'Iorture (VAW~ have systematically raised the 
question of medical ethics in relation to torture: in a three 
day seminar held in Islamabad one foH session was· 
devoted to medical ethics in relation to torture, corporal 
punishment and other forms of cruel, inhuman · or 
degrading punishments. We appealed to, the Pakistan 
Medical and Dentali Council to incerporate in its ethicn" 
code a clause against torture iµ, line with the Declarauou 
of Tokyo. In this session we declared that nobody in the 
world is medically fit for flogging. So doctors must not 
declare anyone fit for flogging: After the i,nterventio:n,of 
VAT in the medical scene of': Pakistan more and more doc 
tors have responded w· the problem of torture. 'Thus 
recently at the 7th International Psychiatric Conference 
held in Karachi, different aspects of torture were discuss- 
ed in a seminar attended 'by a good number ef doctors. 
VAT fully coorperates in aifl such activieies with ies ex 
perience and documentary resources. 
Torture was always endemic in Pakistan but d'urir,g the 

Iast decade it reached epidemic proportions. Authorieies 
often trY. to Jegi,timise many crimes; ·of ,torture by taking 
cover under religion. Due to this reason we are using th.e 
Declaration o,f Kuwait along with the Declaration of 
Tokyo, The Declarn,ion of Kuwait is a good d0cuntent 
relevant to the M0siim societies. It says: 
The medical profession shaN not permit its technical, scief!-. ' __ - 

,tific or oth;r resources to be utHised in any soft of !;iarm or '° _,_" 
_..,..destruction or infliction upon man of pi;iysical, ,psychological, 

moral or other damage ... regardless oC a1'l political or militarv 
considerations. - 
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Voice Against Torture has been organised to achieve the 
following aims in Pakistan: 

l (I) To disseminate information among the people about 
the methods and purposes of all forms of torture prevalent 
here, ,... __ ,,,.. 

~~ · - '(2) To mobilise public opinion for the eradication of ~i en forms of torture. . . ' 
r 
I 
I 

__j 
J 

. (3) To make the doctors realise that torture is a serious 
challenge to the medical profession. 

(4) . .To make efforts that knowledge of torture and ,_,. 
kno~edge of the methods of treatment of people who" 
have-been tortured is incorporated in the teaching courses 
of doctors, physiotherapists, nurses, psychologists and 
social workers. 

(5) To mobilise the opinion of the doctors in favour 
of the 197~Vorld Medical Association's Declaration of 
Ti k .;;-'-:~ ' oyo.~- 

r/ 
::1, (7) To ensure that doctors do not participate in any pro- 

J1 cedure of torture. j e, -·J ~- ~ . f~ ; G> They do not take part in cover-up activities such as providing 
. ,I,. '- false death certificates or false clinical records of victims of 

torture. 

(6) To make representation to Pakistan Medical and 
Dental Council to put the clauses against torture in it's 
code of medical ethics. 

(b) They do not monitor torture by remaining present during 
any act of torture or by declaring any person fit for torture 
or by advising how far the tortures may proceed or by reviv 
ing victims sufficiently to undergo another bout of torture. 

~

.i (c) They should not use their professional skill to extract infor- 
mation, control the prisoner or simply on punishment. 

(d) They should strive to provid; the bes't q~aHty lreatmen; to 
prisoners and people in detention; and should not have a bias- 

. ._. ;ed attitude with· them, ~- . 
,(SJ To gi~~- all the support to the doctors who refuse 
to participate in the acts of torture, so that they and their 
families are not victimised by the different agencies of the 
state. 

(9) To collect evidences against the doctors who have 
i / choosen to become instruments in the procedure of tor'- 
: 1 • ture, To present these cases to the Pakistan Medical and 
t,~_ Dental Council for necessary action; and to take these 

,' / cases to the court so that the doctors may be tried for 
~J~~)~ their criminal acts; and to expose them widely in the public 
("'--'\_and media. 

· j (10) To mobilise opimon among the community of 
scientists in such a way that they should refuse to make 
-Lrfstrnments which could be used in the process of inflic 
t}fl)Norture. 

(11) To do research on all forms of torture, their effects 

and methods of treatment including rehabilitation. 
(12) To provide free medical facilities for the treatment, 

of victims of torture .. 
(13) To provide necessary specialised professional in 

formation to doctors who are treating, victims of torture. 
(14) To establish a specialised centre where victims of 

torture of any type could be referred from anywhere for 
treatment and rehabilitation. 

(15) To-keep cordial relationship with other anti-groups 
in the world. To exchange experiences with them and to 
participate in joint activities and seminars etc., wit~ them, 
(16) To cooperate with other human rights organisa 

tions l}ationally and internationally. To joiu hands with 
them for the struggle to eradicate torture throughout the 
world. 
One important point to consider is that it is torture 

which has produced the struggle against torture. 
Geographically torture is not limited to few places. Ir-' 
respective of faith and ideology torturers are united in 
ternationally. They cooperate with one another. They ex 
change experience and technology. They do not like the 
struggle against torture. Those struggling against torture 
are in danger of becoming their victims themselves. I~ is, 
therefore, very important that those struggling against tor 
ture must also unite internationally irrespective of faith 
and learn from one another. They should exchange ex 
periences and technology of the struggle against torture. 
They should plan measures for the protection of persons 
involved in anti-torture work in high risk areas. 

Those involved in the · struggle against torture and 
engaged in the task of treatment and rehabilitation of tor 
ture victims in high risk areas like Pakistan and many 
other third <world countries need protection to ensure 
smooth, efficient and safe functioning. The following 
steps max serve this purpose: ,. 
(1) Recognition by the U.N. and relevant affiliated 
organisatioris, 

_(2) Support by Amnesty International. 

(3) Support by different anti-torture organisations of the 
worl~ · 

(4) Support by different hvman rights organisations of 
the world. 

(5) Participation in international seminars etc. 

(6) Wide coverage in the international media. 

Dr. Mahhooh Mehdi, 
Voice Against Torture, 
Po. Box No: 2428, 
Islamabad (Pakistan). 
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